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Ahairact_

This paper propose,s a strategy for in-house evaluations in the con-

text of an educational research and development facility. The obstacles in

conducting an evaluation of colleagues' programs are discussed. The pro-

posed strategy places the evaluator in the role of a coordinator, facilitator,

and synthesizer of several separate research efforts in which colleagues

in a variety of disciplines combine energies and interests to assess the

program being examined. gecruitment and leadership were accomplished

by persuasion and by assuring payoff to the researchers involved in the

form of contributions to their own area of research. Tactics for organiza-

tion and management are discussed in some detail. Preliminary results

suggest that the evaluation effort was facilitated and its value increased by

multidisciplinary contributions to the research.
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A STRATEGY FOR PROGRAM EVALUAT N

University of Pittsburgh

In thispaper I will describe a strategy. for the in-house evaluation of

a specific curriculum in the conteAt of an educational research and develop-

ment center. The particular effriculurn which is examined is the Individu-

alized Science (IS) curriculum (Champagne & Klopfer, 1974), the particular

research and development center is the Learning Research and Develop-

ment,,Center (LIWC, Note 1), The need for a new approach to evaluation

In this context derives from the problems inherent in the role of an evalua-

tor faced making public judgments of the value of colleagues' work

and from ose residing in the need to produce detailed and convincing evi-

dence fcrr an evaluation. In order to solve these problems, a procedure

Was developed whieh places the evaluator in the role of coordinator, facili-

tator, and synthesizer of a cooperative, interdisciplinary research effort
which brings a variety of research approaches to bear on a cluster of prob-
lems. Here I will describe the issues which led to the genesis of this pro-

.pcedure and detail the general strategy and tactics which were developed to

improve its chantes of success. Since the effort is on-going, there are -no

'44results in the usual sense. However, the undertaking has led to the initia-

tion of specific ;esearch pro cts whose results will bear on the overall

evaluation, and these studies ar described.

ti
Problem

The problems which confront, a researcher engaged in evaluating the

products of collealgues in the same organization fall into essentially two

I



categories. First, there is a se of problems that relate to conflicts in-
herent in judging the work of a colleague without the protection of anonymity

_q_r organizatioriarautharuty. (Striven, 1972)..,_ Setzzricl, there are problems
posed by the unique characteristics of the plograrn under_conquierAtirtri

J

which can appear more complex than they,really are due to the myopia_
inauceq by sucn close' association. The strategy described in this paper
is designed to turn these apparent disadvantages into advantages in the
evaluation of educational programs.

As has been documented by Scriven (1972) and others (Thrasher,

Franklin, & Kittredge, Note 2), it is often difficult for researchers in the
same organization to design and carry out studies which are aimed at
evaluating the work of their c'olleagues, especially when the results of
that research are to be publicly consumable. Regardless of whether such
research is unbiased and objective, it will inevitably be viewed with suspi-
cion by outsiders if the results are favorable. If the results are unfavora-
ble, a storm of protest will be raised about methodology, sensitivity,
insightfulness, and finally, the value of the evaluation. I Surviving such a
storm is difficult at a distance and debilitating when it takes place in one's
own back yard. Inevitably, if there are posittv.e results, the "outside
world will be suspicious, if there are negative results, the "inside" world
will be'suspicious (see Rossi & Williams, 1972).

Possible solutions to this dilemma have been debated in the literature.
The most popular solution is to remove the evaluative process from the
scene of developmental effort either by bringing in evaluators who are

external to the organization or by placing the evaluators in a position of

ISee the now classic debate over the evaluation of Head Start between
Cicirelli and Campbell, and Erlebacher in Hellmuth (1970) and a discussion
of it by Williams and Evans in Rossi and Williams (1972).

)
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higher organizational .....4hority than the developers (Thrasher et al. ,

Note 2). Unfortunately, this solution raises more problems than it solves.

"Outsiders" pay for their ability to be critical without consequence by a

-loss of knowledge-and by a limitation on their sources of information

(Rossi,
zncreased Information, which the in-house researcher can'h/ave, to pro-t

vide the most convincing evidence for the value of the Program. The trade-/

t. 4. 10 11 CP the potelatial for

off is between dubiously credible objectivity and pique accessibility to

information. Neutrality,is no guarantee of high quali research; nei

does the lack of neutrality insure against it. In fact, effort o prese e

so-called neutrality can often lead to mediocrity in research b}r\pf 6Viding

r

unbiased, "clean, " but irrelevant data for evaluation.

Evaluation can avn to be serviceable and waive the not real g idelines

for research, or it can aim to be research and seek to be ser 'ceable within

that context. The issue is one of degree. Clearly an e ant research

report delivered three years after the appropriate deadline is of no use.

On the other hand, a service document filled with theoretical or methodo-

logical errors does not truly fill the service function; instead, it merely

sXouds the issues. The advantage of emphasizing the research aspect of

evaluation is that it permits the researcher to invoke the usual rules of

evidence of research. The evaluator can then assume a stance of support-

ing or rejecting the value of a particular product, in the same way a re-

.,earchcr favors a particular solution to a problem and supplies evidence to

Emphasizing either the research-aspects or the service,asp cis

back up the position.

of

evaluation leaves untouched additional problems that arise from the fact

that each new program presents its own set of problems for the researcher.

For example, the LRDC science curriculuin is extremely complex, having

Multiple goals and multiple modes of accomplishing those goals. It is a

program which not only focuses on increasing cognitiVe abilities with respect

3



to science, but which also attempts to teach affective attitudinal com-
petencies. Further, the society which examines, purchases, and uses
the program does not have clear-cut goals for elementary science educa-
tion. 11-the goals are complex or if the consOmers have not stated with
clarity or consensus what they wintf_reiern.entaze-45rogr '4;n,
it is extremely difficult to provide- evidence that documents the value of
the, program.

\Unfortunately, m ch of the work that has been done in the evaluation
of eduational progra s by externatevaluators has ignored the issue of
providing useful infor ation.and has instead focused on a set of side issues,
such as experimental versus quasi- or non-experimental designs in educa-
tion., Unless trcatrnentt: arc randomly assigned to the unit of analysis,
truly comparable "control" groups are almost never available in educa-
tional settings. Therefore, the ensuing debate over the results of so-
called experimental studies tends to shift from an analysis of the progr
and its effects to an argument over'whether Group A was the same
-equivalent to, or different from Group B (I4ellmuth, 1970). s observa-
tion is not meant to imply a rejection of experimental des' n for evaluation.
It is rather an attempt to keep the real problem in foc and to suggest that
valuable information is still obtainable through the - atLcn different
techniques.

In summary, several problems beset any effort to conduct evaluative
reslearch in education. The role of the.evaluator can be a source of tension

'for the evaluator and the organization. The specifirogram under investi-
gation always contributes its own- set of difficulties. Finally, problems of
acceptable and realistic methodologies abo_uncl. In the remainder of this
paper I will examine one approach to,aolving some of thes' poOblems.

4
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Resources
r

Before detailing the strategy, it is useful t ribe briefly the
I P

The Learning Research and DevQ opment Center is,one of 14 feder-

ally funded educationallaboratories an centers in the United States. LRDC

is devoted to the impT-Oveffierit of edu ti-on

adapting the Lontent,and pace of instruction to the individual needs of the

student (Glaser, 1973). It consists of 23 research projects, the majority
of which report directly to one of three Center directors. Each project

has between one and three Ph. D level people and a support staff,. The

Center`has attracted a number of'professional educ4tors, psychologists,
and sociologists, all of whom work on diverse topics which tend to con-

verge to their puritAe if not in their approach. For the evaluation task,
a subset of that community has been drawn together. The subset consists

of curriculum developers, evaluators, and some individuals less directly
and less obviously related to evaluation who are engaged in basic research

rn pgychology, anthropology, and educational research.

The other resources available for the evaluation'effort consist of

three local schools which are usirii the science curriculum. Each school
has at least one science classroom to which the, Individualized Science pro-

gram is being used. Each science room services between five and eleven

classes of science. The three schools range in the degree to which the

program is implemented and the degree to which the surrounding environ-

ment supports individualized education. Two of the settings are develop-

mental public schools2 with several individualized programs in operation,

and the third is a parochial school which has no other formally individual-

sized curricula. Although there is rio immediate access to "control" Schools,

J2Deveiopmental public schools are schopls with which LRDC has a con-
tractual relatiohshtp permitting curriculum development work to be conducted.

,1 5
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our experience has been that limited amounts of research carf be conducted
at other schools in the Pittsburgh area. Limited research can be carried
out. ub0r1. vtl. uytrvc LuLt.r-

"vention would not be acceptable'but smaller, _short-term_fonevrnonth)-inyes-------

tigatibns would be.

A Strategy

In order to effectively use the,resources available in the Center`to
provide evidence for the value of the science program and io 'avod as many
of the drawbacks as posAble, the schema represented in Figure 1 (page 11)
was developed. The figure diagrammatically illustrates how specific re-

,
sources were brought to bear in solving the problem of establishing.tyie

,

value of the Individualized' Scie,n.ce eurriculum.3 The basic strategy was
to bring together the diverse abilities and interests extant in the Center to
investigate various aspects of the science curriculum while simultaneously
offering researchers an opportunity to contribute'in any way they wished to
their own problem areas. Initially, the schema was worked out with only
vague indications of peripheral specializations. It was not expected that all
areas of the science program woulticbe studied, nor was it expected thatt
each area would be studied in equal depth. What was exRected was thak the
collection of studies from differing perspectives would Contribute greatly

y,42to the available knowledge about the wa n which this specific program
works. There is,of course, no guarantee that the knowledge thus generated

1will be totally adequate to meet the needs of educational consumers, but tra-
ditional approaches to evaluation cannot guarantee that either.

3Obviously, this entire effort degends upon both the Cooperation and
enthusiasm of the entire Science.Project. Without their generous support,
none of the studies could have been conducted.

1
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Tactics

To perationalize this strategy, tactics had to be developed to attract

re spar clic 4-..5j100M different groups, to provide circumstances in which they

could continue to work on their qiwri areas while contributing to the science

evaluation, ahninally, t .Aevelop a setting lirwtn-th ideas whipii-we-r-e-nat

fully formed could be aired and improved ,upon. The tactics used to imple-

ment this strategy fall into roughly two categories: those behaviors asso-

ciated with initial selection and recruitment of researchersand those

,.,behaviors associated with development and maintenance of,a task perform-

ing group.

In theory, an optirril selection of disciplines to be representet

the peripheral specialties) be determined a priori and People assigned

to do specific projects so thatilki ue information would be maximized while

overlap would be minimized. In reality, however, while disciplin s and

research areas could be selected in advance, people could not' be aUse

LRDC is a, semi-hierarchical organization rather than a hierar ical one.

leadership is by persuasion rather than by c&flmand. Theref, re, research-

ers who were botkavailable and in a relevant area had to be ttracted to the

task and then worked with to develop studios which maximiz d the informa-

tion each could contribute.

Selection and recruitment. Initially, a list of indivIcluals who might

be interested in working on the science evaluation effort was drawn-tip:-

Some individuals were included because they were connected with the

Science 'or Evaluation Projects. Others were added because their work

or work,interests indicated that their inclusion would he/mutually benefi-

cial. Still others were recommended or volunteered ci t of personal inter-

est as the initial meetings took place. Several gradu te students sere

included on the list because it was assumed that the pportunity both to

obtain thesis material and to develop pilot studies irila focused problem

setting would be attractve,totherri.

7
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' After this list was constructed, individuals were contacted one at a

time and the basic problems were discussed. On the one hand, the science

program and the probjernof evairling j,t had t9 be made intriguing, tele-
vant, and seductive. On the other hand, payoff to the individuals involved

in terms of their own basic Teseicia intere-sTifid to be relatively assured.
In other ward, 4-t-wasimport.int for the pyrodrcts contribute

to both the evaluation problem and the s'pecific discipli = epresented

by the double-head arrows in Figure 1 (page 11). was felt that given

access to "natur"1 settings, many researchers would welcome the Chance

to put dome their work to applied use.. The rwriaining task was to pro -

ide a for in which proposals for. research and initial results could be
distus d in a supportive wal

Maintenance; Small group, meetings, which included those research-
t rs who vyrere already on board," were held once every two weeks,, while

the individual meetings to recruit additional researchers were being con-
_

ducted. Several decisions were made to incrase the probability of the
meetings'. success/They were to by open to interested researchers, how-

, ,-
ever, an effort was made to keep the proportion of active working partici:
pants to observers high. Individuals were encouragtd to attend rriietings

or send representb.tives to see what they were about, but they were dis-

couraged from continuing to attend if did not intend to do any research

in the area. Ground rules for discussiOn'of research proposals were laid
ceniiin which encouraged directed, constructive criticism and discouraged

criticism for its own sake.

, The purpose of the meetings was to discuss one by pne each of the

proposed or in-process studies. The discussions focused on the releva ce,

feasibility, and.signifiCanoe Of each study. In some cases the discuS 's'Pri,

pointed out so many Proble s with a particular proposal that the study was

abandoned. In other case discussions.wandered away from the initIal task

of examinineproposals t, excursions into what evaluati n should or could be.

./
8
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These wanderings were not Atogether purposeless for they helped to clarify
o

what the type and e ent of the resultant information would be. Along with

_the genera - 1; ussion, specific methods, for. implementing each studyin,

field 's'ett'ngs Were sketched old. ,

There were drawbacks associated with this process. I:Sy having

-researchers from so many areas all_tryi to wcirk Tog-ether,- -problems-

arose concerning their individual roles-. For example, some researchers

attempted to become evaluators and entirely abandoned their own disci-

plinary perspectives rather than merging the two. Further, because the

majority of the researchers were neither evaluators nor science educators,

problems arose over the need to familiarize everyoke with science conient,

placing a burden on the Science Project staff. Finally, the most serious

risk lay in the potential of producing disparate fragmented studies which

would have no common theme or insight. However, the, majority of these

difficulties were overcome by continuods discussion in the group meeting's

during the first two or three months Of initial work.

During the first seven-treantH period, 13 meetings were held. The

first meetings were largely organizational and introductory. In these meets.

ing.s the evaluators functioned as facilitators; they did not attempt to direct

the kind of research to bssconductedt As the meetings progres'sed, a for-

-mat developed of preylitirig one or two proposals for research or reports
a /

of work in progress per meeting. Each proposal was viewed and dis-
ti

cussed vfith regard to-both its substance and its feasibility.' It would be a

legitimate criticism of this approach that not enough initial guidance was

given, so that discouraging false starts'were sometimes made. ,H wever,
6

it was felt that the error.should be in the direction of too littleira her than

too match diredtive

zayion.
/

1
Five months after the mee tngs began, an interesting interruption'

/ occurred. Researcyor Better Schools (RBS),requested a joint meeting

ss, as thiswas cohsttent with the style,ofttle or ni-

9
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to exchange ideas on the evaluation of the science curriculum since they
were engaged in evaluating the IS field test units as these became availa-
ble. Their evaluation effort was Of the more traditional outcome assess-
ment type. The importance of the meeting for us was that it forced our
group to summaraze exactly what we were doing and why. This, In turn,
led to a substantial increase.in group solidarity.

In summary, recruitmeti, ..as by invitation and not coercion. No
tasks or roles were assigned, they were selected. The maintenance of
interest in the task was accomplished through highly task-oriented and
reasonably supportive group meetings.

Results to Date

Figure 1 shows the ten basic studies which currently matte up the
group o£ studies to be done in science. The specific title or 'e;:kh study
appears In italic type on one sidtV. the double-arroweid the primary
dtscipline from which the individual comes is in boldface type on the other
side. The area other than science evaluation to which the research con-
tributes appears around the outside periphery of the figure. The role of
the evaluators is to help facilitate the' research and, after all the studies
are complete, to coordinate results into a series of docupgnts that can
sere evaluative functions,

Turning to the details of Figure 1, two of the evaluators are Inver-..

ested in validating the model that had recently been proposed ior investi-
gating classroom processes (Cooley F.' Lohnes,4 in press). One aspect of
that model concerns ihe_use of time and its effect on student achievemenit.
They investigated the relationship between the number of minutes spent in
science, Math. and reading, and student achievement in one of the schools
in which the sctence program extsted (Leinhardt & Cooley, Note 31. -Pre-
liminary results indicate that the amount of time spent in science, indepen-
dent of entering abilities, is positively related not only to science achieve-

10
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ment, but also to math and reading achievement. This was supiLrted by a

similar clinical finding preciously reported by teachers and administrators
using the science curriculum. This finding has important implications for
the value of elementary science education to improve not only the standard

of scientific literacy, but also the overall level of knowledge of elementary
school children. A replication of this study is currently being conducted.

One of the social psychcs..logicts is interested in studying teacher and
student perceptions in the classroom. The planning for this research was
completed before the meeting-s were started, hbwever, the meetings were of
some help in implementing the plans. This researcher is planning a study
in the science rooms to investigate student perceptions of learning, school,
and themselves (Greenberg, Note 4). He is examining the stlidents' atti-
tudes and beliefs about knowledge acquisition and the roles of teachers and
peers in different environments. This study is being conducted in an inner-
city Rchool and will provide information on how children view different learn-
ing settings and will shed light on how those views might affect learning

Another social psychologist is interested in the problems of locus of
control and of changes in perceptions which occur in different educational
enyironments. He is conducting a study of locus of control within the con-
texts of the science and mathematics classrooms at two grade levels in a
parochial school. One section of mathematics is taught in a traditional and
noniridividualized manner, while science is taught in a more open and indi-
vidualized way. He is working toward the description and measurement of

locus of control which is situation specific rather than using theitraditional
view of it as an underlying trait or characteristic.

The science educators, who have long been concerned with the prob-

Yems of formative evaluation and its documentation, are working with

sociologists who are interested in documenting variations in the frames of
reference of actors engaged in formative evaluation. The sociologists are

12 ,



ronciurtincf a rAse .tuct,,, of the behav:crs cf the developers during a stage
of curriculum development. The product of this joint effort will be a forma-
tive evaluation of a specific unit of the science curriculum and a detailed
description of how design decisions are made and by whom. Further infor-
mation about how the different groups involved with dissemination (publish-
ers and school personnel) impact curriculum development will also be docu-
mented.

Two researchers are interested in developing methodologies for ana-
lyzing curricula. One of the two is interested in developing models of
hierarchy analysis. She is detailing the implied and overt hierarchies of
both the affective /attitudinal and the scientific literacy goals of the curricu-
lum. The results of this will be a map of the science curriculum's objec-
tives and the specific activities designed to meet these objectives. The
second team of researchers is'interested in developing measures of how
closely curricula use known behavioral principles. Thest zr-sures have
been applied to several diverse curricula (Holland, 1975) and a\detailed
analysis of one of the Center's other curricula has already been co ducted
'(Holland & Solomon, 1975). They are doing a similar analysis of th sci-
ence curriculum.

One researcher is doing a small study of the science goal of student
self,-evaluation. She is interviewing students who have worked through a

,science unit before they take their posttest for the unit. In the u3tervievt
the students are asked to estimate how much they know abe given sub-
area. Their estimation is then compared to their posttest performance.
In general, students tend to slightly underestiinate their knowledge, with
better students being closer in their estimates than poorer students. The
importance of this study is that it will help to document the science activi-
ties specifically designed to contribute to students' abilities to evaluate
themselves, and it will also indicate how other curricula not so designed
impede students' ability to evaluate their own knowledge states.

13
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\ 4
Two other studt have recently emerged in the science meetings.

4
One is an ethnographic d ription of student free-range behaviors in the

science room. The other ic,he development of new and more extensive

1
science competency measures ha,r elementary and secondary schools

(labeled "Measurement', in Figure '1.1 Currently, most of the standard-

ized tests do not distinguish between s ence and social studies until the

fifth grade. Further, the majority of exiKing tests are so imprecise and

inaccurate in their language as to place a knowledgeable student at a dis-

tinct disadvantage.

In summary, these studies contribute to the understandingof IS and

hence help to show the value of it along three dimensiohs. First, reasons-
, ,-

bly complete documentation of,the content, pedagogical soundness, and

design decisions of the p`rogram will be made available. Second,"kune

insight about specific classroom processes and their impact, both psycn'64.
/

logical and social, will be generated. Third, the impact of science educa-',

Lion on both science and other basic skill areas will be better understood. A

Conclusions

An additional result of this exercise has beer the validation of the

strategy presented-in Figure 1. Figure 2 represents a restatement of that

st-stegy independent of the specific studies being conducted. At the center

of Figure 2 is the object of the evaluative inquiry. While the object of

inquiry is singular, the inquiries are considered plural. That is, there is

a set of problems or topics for invtstigation. Around the periphery of '

Figure 2 are several problem areas'of research, the focus, of which is not

necessarily evaluative research. These peripheral foci are areas of

research which grow out of specific discipline-related inquiries. The figure

indicates that the problem areas and related disciplines can be, but are not

necessarily, independent.of one another. The strategy is to incorporate the

work of individuals from diverse backgrounds who are working on problems

14
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in their own discipline areas into an overall program of evaluative research.
These individuals represent a powv-ful and generally untapped resource for
solving many evaluative research problems.

The outcomes of this on-going effort are encouraging. 11-one\wiches,

one can exploit the available resources of a resear center C facilitate
in-house evaluation in a creative fashion resulting in unique a d us bit

A.information. The role of the evaluator is to orchestrate the undertaking

and, when the studies are comprleted, to incorporate them into an evalua-
tive document. The product of such an effort can be an in-depth view of

the program under investigation, one which is richer in expertise and infor-
mation than any single effort could hope to be.

This strategy was designed to solve several problems: the conflict
inherent in the role of in-house evaluator while providing convincing evi-
dence for the' value of a program and for the soundness of the evaluation,

and the provis'ion of mve than superficial information about a highly com-
plex program. The conflict of the role of the evaluator was solved in two

ways, first, by sharing the burden of evaluation among several researchers,
and second, by including the developers in the group. This assured the
developers that misinformation and misinterpretation of information about
their program could be minimized. The problem of bias is not totally
solved, however, it is reduced by using a group of people whose primary
commitment is to good science in their respective disciplines. The problem
of providing in-depth information abdut the program was solved by having

multiple, and in some cases, overlapping studies conducted on various facets
of the program and by making use of already existing resources, many of
which were previously untapped.

An additional significance of this trategy for evaluation should not be

overlooked. 'One of the major complaints ,of social scientists (such as Rossi)
i4 that the evaluation field has been unable to attract highly qualified indi-

viduals and is the refuge of dropouts from other fields' (Rossi &, Williams,
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1972). The strategy described here provides quality researchers from

other fields with anancentive to undsr_kake work that serves evaluative

functions. Of course, evaluator$ must do research themselves, but they

also must continuously encourage their colleagues who are not evaluators

to engage in research that can also serve the function of evaluation. Not

only does this provide.one with a sense of parsimony, it also educates and

-educates evaluators by exposing them to the differing perspectives and

methodologies of their colleagues. A remaining question is whether or not

`there are other research organizations that have sufficiently diverse person-

nel to utilize this approach. I think there are. For example, not only are

there the university-related research centers, there also are governmental

institutes and plate industry laboratories, all of which have sufficiently
. _

diverse professional staffs to permit utlization of this approach.

The strategy is not offered as a panacea for all the_problems that

face evaluation. It is offered as an alternative to the traditional in-house,

one-shot studies conducted by a single team of evaluators. There is no

iron-clad assurance that nswers to a collection of questions generated by

another group of researchers would provide adequate information about the

value of a program. However, the strategy provides-ample opportunity for

the evaluator and other researchers to discuss this point and try to cons

struct a series of studies that will provide usable 'information for consumers.

The emphasis in this strategy is for researchers to satisfy themselves with

regard to the scientific excellence of their work and to seek answers to

questions which they generate rather than attempting to second-guess the

consumers' questions.
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